Flexible cable

Rated voltage

3×220/400V

Reference frequency
Voltage
input

Power consumption

Overall
dimension

L×W×H

100mm×72mm×66mm

Maximum onnecting
capacity

Flexible cable

16mm^2

Working
temperature

-25℃~55℃

Storage
temperature

-40℃~70℃

50Hz/60Hz
Temperature range

<2W
-30 ℃ ~ 70 ℃

Current
input

Pulse

Communication

Input current

0.5-10(100)A

Starting current

0.004Ib

Power consumption

<1VA (maximum current)

Pulse width

200/100/60ms

Pulse constant

400imp/kWh

Interface

RS485(A+, B-)

Protocol

MODBUS, DL/T 645-2007

Buttonicon

Button function
Selects the Voltage and Current display screens
In Set-up Mode, this is the “Left” or “Back” button.
Select the Frequency and Power factor display
screens
In Set-up Mode, this is the “Up” button
Select the Power display screens
In Set-up Mode, this is the “Down” button.
Select the Energy display screens
In Set-up mode, this is the “Enter” or “Right” button

Humidity

≤90%(no condensation)

Altitude

<2000m

Note: We describe Growatt-SPH6000 and Growatt-SPH11000
TL3-HV as “SPH” as below.
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a.When SPH series products are used in three-phase power grid
system, please set the “CT mode” of SPH as “Meter Mode”.

A

More details, please refer to SPH user manual.
b. When connecting three-phase energy meter, SPH gets the
information of the sum of three-phase active power to process the
logical control by RS485 communication.
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d.Connect the end of the RS485 cable to SPH RJ45(Sensor)
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Meter

e. Connect the A+ of RS485 cable to Pin7 and B- of it to Pin8.

port.
1.LED status:the indicator LED is flashing or off.
Description:
(1)the red light is pulse output. the flash frequency of the red light
can show the power strength. the bigger power measured,the red
light will flash faster.
2.Fault description: the measurement is not inaccurate.
Suggestion: check the wiring of inlet and outlet of energy meter.
Namely, make sure that the wiring of A/B/C(three phase) of energy
meter is matched with the A/B/C phase of utility grid.
3.Fault description:the energy meter failed to communicate with
SPH.
Suggestion:
(1)check the“CT mode“ of SPH is “energy meter mode“.
(2)check the voltage between A+ and B- is within the range of
+(4.4~4.5)V
(3)check the RS485 communication cable is right. That is to say
the A+/B+ of energy meter is matched to A+/B- of SPH. Also,
make sure the wiring is fixed firmly.

